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Abstract

In this paper, we propose STCM — a context-aware intelligent traffic signal

control system to manage competing traffic flows at an isolated intersection

by using secure messages with real-time traffic information. First, a vehicle is

modeled as a virtual sensor which reports the traffic state, i.e. its speed and

location, to a traffic light controller through a secure and a computationally

lightweight protocol. During the reporting process, a vehicle’s identity and

location is kept anonymous to any other vehicle in the system. At an intersection

the traffic light controller receives the messages with traffic information, verifies

the identities of the vehicles, and dynamically implements and optimizes the

traffic light phases in real-time. Moreover, the system is able to detect the

presence of emergency vehicles (i.e. an ambulance or a fire fighting truck) in

the wireless range and prioritize the vehicles to cross through the intersection

to minimize their waiting times.

The simulation results demonstrate that the system significantly reduces the

waiting time of the vehicles within a light to heavy traffic flows compared to

pre-timed signal control and adaptive Webster’s method. Simulation results

also yields effective robustness against impersonating attacks from malicious

vehicles.
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1. Introduction

As the number of vehicles increases on roads, traffic congestion is becoming

a serious problem in urban areas, as it increases travel times and fuel consump-

tion [1]. Traffic lights are devices that control and manage incompatible traffic

flows by restricting the free flow of the traffic by using distinct time intervals-

phases at road intersections and at pedestrian crossings. The goal of a such

traffic signal control system is to reduce the waiting times of vehicles at the

intersection by appropriately adjusting the timing of the light sequences and

thus provide a safe cross to the vehicles.

Usually, traditional traffic light control systems use fixed-cycles which is

computed as an approximation of the traffic flow based on the historical traffic

flow data and the same light timings is regularly repeated over regardless of the

real-time traffic state throughout the day at an intersection.

On the other hand, an adaptive light control uses the real-time traffic data

coming from the fixed roadside sensors, such as loop detectors or video cameras,

and then set and manage traffic light timings continuously based on real time

traffic information from the sensors.

Recently, vehicular mobile wireless ad-hoc networks (VANETs) has been a

primary focus of study to develop road safety applications, and to increase the

efficiency of traffic flows. In this context, a significant research has been carried

out of VANETs that use vehicles as sensor nodes to create intelligent traffic

lights systems (ITL). An intelligent light dynamically controls the traffic light

timings and sequences in real-time with a scheduling algorithm based on the

traffic information gathered from the vehicles in the VANETs. The traffic flows

with a higher number of vehicles is prioritized with more green light timing than

the others with low number of vehicles. Therefore, in a such intelligent system,

the correctness of claimed identity, and location information is a very important
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issue since it both effects the safety of the vehicles and then the functionality of

the scheduling algorithm.

In literature, existing intelligent traffic light control systems ignore the se-

curity details of the systems, and assert that vehicles behave honestly, and

therefore their identities, locations, and reports are by default trustful or not

compromised by a malicious vehicle. In reality however, a vehicle can try to

cheat the traffic control system by broadcasting bogus traffic information, or

pretend to be multiple vehicles in order to simply increase the number of the

vehicles to observer, so that it gets more green light timing. Furthermore, a ve-

hicle’s privacy is can exposed by revealing its true identity to the others during

the information dissemination.

1.1. Desiderata

Our goal is to design a traffic lights control system which addresses the re-

duction of vehicle delay times, and prioritizes the emergency vehicles at isolated

intersections, without compromising the privacy of the participants.

The system architecture and the communication protocol is represented a

seen in Fig. 1, and consists of a Trusted Authority (TA) which maintains a

database of registered vehicles and communicates with the vehicles via a 3G/4G

network. Once a vehicle starts, it needs to go through a sign-up with the

TA. Once this phase is completed, the vehicles mostly communicate with the

Traffic Light Controllers (TLC) installed at road intersections. TLCs do not

communicate among themselves, and are hence isolated. This communication

preserves private information of each participant—its true identity and location

at a instant of time.

For this, we are aiming for the following properties.

1. Security: The system must be robust against the attacks from the par-

ticipants, that is, a vehicle should not be able to manipulate the decisions

of the traffic controller on the light timings and sequences, or to claim

multiple identities.
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2. Privacy: The anonymity of a vehicle should be preserved at all times:

the true identity of a vehicle v and information about it, are known only

to the owner of v and to the trusted authority.

3. Veracity: The authenticity and integrity of the messages sent by a

vehicle should easily be verified by the trusted authority, with a compu-

tationally efficient and lightweight protocol.

4. Efficiency: The system adapts in real-time to changes of the traffic

state, and minimizes waiting times vehicles spend at an intersection.

5. Scalability: The system scales easily: other traffic participants such as

pedestrians or cyclists with mobile computational and wireless units such

as cell phones, are able to join.

Figure 1: The system architecture with communication protocol.

2. Related work

Traffic light control systems have been widely studied in the literature. In a

pre-fixed light control system, the traffic light pattern is periodically repeated

based on the historical traffic data regardless of the real-time changes in the

traffic state. These systems do not operate in real time and is only efficient when

the traffic flow is stable and regular at the intersection during the day. However,
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there are many criteria which determine the traffic state such as sudden changes

in the traffic due to an accident or emergency vehicles. As a result, a pre-fixed

control likely leads to inefficient responds to balance it under highly dynamic

traffic conditions.

In other cases, adaptive traffic light controls use physical sensors and de-

vices (i.e. loop detectors, video cameras with content-analysis capabilities, and

wireless sensors) to detect the presence and classify the vehicles [2] to forecast

vehicle density at intersection. In the methods [3, 4], the traffic light controller

optimizes the phase timings based on the real-time inputs coming from the loop

detectors installed on the approach to or immediately before the stop line under

the road intersection. Loop detectors detect the presence and count the number

of vehicles when they pass over them. The real-time data is then sent to the

light controller which adjusts the traffic cycles based on the vehicle density at

road intersection. Even though an adaptive system reduces the waiting time

of vehicles compared to a fixed-time control the infrastructure used in the sys-

tems entail high installation, maintenance, operational costs, and need frequent

human intervention. Also, the loop detectors are not reliable in detecting differ-

ent vehicle types and become inefficient over-saturated traffic whenever vehicle

queue grows the beyond installed infrastructure, Installation and maintenance

times causes disruption to traffic, and video cameras are often conditioned by

good weather conditions, i.e. rainy, foggy, or at night which restricts visual con-

tact with the vehicles. Additionally, the fixed time and adaptive control systems

use a static green phase sequence which is not able to prioritize to passage of

emergency vehicles waiting at intersection in vehicle queue.

Recently, vehicle actuated systems have been introduced to develop intelli-

gent traffic lights using wireless communications. In VANET, a vehicle can com-

municate with other vehicles and roadside units (RSUs) with Dedicated Short-

Range Communications (DSRC) in its transmission range. Isolated adaptive

traffic signals when the traffic is moderately congested increases average traffic

flows and decreases the likelihood of gridlock [5]. In [6], an intelligent traffic

control which relies on vehicle to vehicle (V2V) communications is proposed. In
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the model, vehicles gather and exchange information about road conditions, i.e.,

density, flow speed from neighboring vehicles and report to the nearest roadside

traffic light controller which collects and aggregates real-time information to

schedule the phases of the each light cycle based . In [7], authors use vehicle

to infrastructure (V2I) to develop a decentralized adaptive traffic control. A

vehicle, acting as a virtual sensor, is equipped with an on-board unit (OBU)

and periodically sends messages including the vehicle’s ID, current speed and

location to a roadside unit through V2I. By using dynamic programming, an

optimal light phase sequence is determined to reduce the total queue length at

intersection.

In [8] authors proposed a model which gathers speed and position data from

the broadcast messages of vehicles to divide up and optimize the traffic at an

upstream into vehicle platoons, and then treat each platoon as an equal-sized

job optimize traffic flow. Recently, in [9] a virtual wait area in front of the road

intersection is defined for each traffic flow and the vehicles inside this area are

ready to cross the intersection. Each vehicle uses multi-hop communications

and advertises itself within the transmission range by broadcasting a message

to gather, and analyze data on the road. The size of the vehicle queue in

virtual area is computed using the broadcast data of the vehicles. A different

approach [10, 11] is to enable vehicles to directly coordinate among themselves

without using a fixed infrastructure and create a virtual traffic light control in

which vehicles communicate with each other to determine the priorities to cross

at the intersection.

In the models [12, 13, 14], authors propose virtual traffic light (VTLs) archi-

tectures which are able to coordinate traffic flow and the priorities of vehicles

in a distributed and controlled way at intersections without the need for phys-

ical lights. The vehicles autonomously elect a leader vehicle which coordinates

the traffic lights at the intersection. The advantage of the VTLs on the other

intelligent systems is that they don’t require installation and maintenance cost

of a permanent infrastructure.

Although, the proposed intelligent controls in [8, 10, 11, 12, 13] are more
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efficient, in terms of reducing vehicle delay times and increasing traffic flow,

than the fixed controls and actuated systems, the security issues of the models

are not addressed at all. The aforementioned intelligent traffic controls oper-

ate under the assumption that participating vehicles behave honestly, thus the

information, i.e identity, location, reports from the vehicles is veracious.

However, a malicious vehicle or participant can try to cheat a traffic lights

control by simply broadcasting a bogus identity, i.e impersonating an emergency

vehicle, or pretend to be multiple vehicles by replaying the messages of other

to increase the green time allotted its road section. Therefore, an accurate and

reliable method of real-time information acquiring is a key aspect to implement

an efficient intelligent traffic light controller.

Recently, several secure message delivery protocols for VANETs have been

proposed. In [15], authors propose a privacy-preserving framework for contin-

uous tracking and verification of the vehicles using a computationally lightweight

cryptography. In the model, a vehicle announces its location periodically through

anonymous beacons to the nearby vehicles which collect and report the received

beacons to a location authority. A location authority process the reported bea-

cons to verify and infer the positions of the vehicles. In our system, information

about location is not saved by the transportaion authority.

In the VANETs, anonymous authentication schemes to verify the authentic-

ity of vehicles as presented in [16, 17] is a well-adapted method without revealing

their real identities by using multiple certificates and pseudo identities.

With respect to [12, 13], our system is also virtual but with the traffic lights

as the visual outputs of the decisions yielded by the protocol. In our system,

the leader is permanent which is the traffic controller, and is therefore impartial

since it does not have to cross the intersection.

3. System Layout

In this section we outline the system and the notation that will come handy

during the analysis and implementation.
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We will use a two-dimensional triangular grid with a fixed coordinate system

as shown in Fig. 2. This model is introduced in [18]). Each point −→p = (x, y)

of this system is called a site and may contain at most one object. A vehicle

is an object of specific kind – it is an automaton which is self-propelled. As an

automaton, its state information includes data such as the unique ID given by

the trusted authority, current location, speed obtained by the on-board units,

time, its vehicle category etc. Each vehicle is equipped with a wireless commu-

nication unit, such as Dedicated Short Range Communications (DSRC), with

a temper proof Global Positioning System receiver (GPS), and has 3G/4G ca-

pability. The vehicles can move to one of the six neighboring sites, change and

update their state by applying a rule from the rule set. The movable set Mv of

a vehicle v contains the set of neighboring empty sites in the direction of the

traffic flow where a vehicle can go in the next update. An empty movable set

Mv of a vehicle v means that v cannot apply movement rules.

Figure 2: The grid system. A vehicle V1, located in a site P . A longer vehicle, an ambulance,

V2 is modeled by using two adjacent sites.

A list of consecutive sites between grid boundaries with the same movement

direction is called a lane, and a set of such neighboring lanes is defined as a

road. Each inbound road is referred as an incoming traffic flow, and outbound

road is referred as an outgoing traffic flow. A road intersection I is a set of sites

which connects the sites with different traffic directions. The figure 4 depicts a

road intersection with eight incoming flows sharing the same intersection.

The traffic controller manages the traffic flow into and through intersection

by updating the rules to each traffic flow using time intervals. The sets of these

rules are called the phases. These rules define the movable sets which were
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mentioned above. Phases allow at most two flows to proceed simultaneously

into and through the intersection without being in conflict with each other.

The empty phase of a vehicle is also called the red phase, whereas a green

phase is a non empty one. The resulting decisions made by TLC are displayed

by the classical traffic lights.

Let Pij be a pair of unconflicting flows i and j, where i, j ∈ {1, 2, ..., 8}

(see Fig. 3 (a)). During an active phase flows that are allowed to cross the

intersection transition to the next phase in sequence, and then the controller

restarts the phase sequence which is called a traffic light cycle configuration

Ct = {P15, P26, P37, P48}, at time tas follows

P15 −→ P26 −→ P37 −→ P48.

Note that, a light cycle is flexible in a sense that there are no constraints

on the phase sequences and timings, or the time intervals between the phases.

The controller can reorder the current phase Ct at an emergency event, or use

a different phase sequence on the next cycle Ct+1.

Figure 3: (a) Traffic flows at the intersection. (b) The sites with dots shows the movable set

for the phase sequence P26.

3.1. Shared Secrets

Initially, a vehicle is registered to the Trusted Authority(TA), which is totally

trusted by all the vehicles, which manages the sign in process, distributes digital
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certificates to the vehicles, and keeps the identity information of the vehicles in

its database.

When a vehicle starts, it initiates communication using traffic controllers or

through cellular network and establishes a symmetric key with the TA. First,

a vehicle v sends a registration request at time t0 to the TA which verifies the

identity, id of v, and returns to vehicle with the triplet (Kv, rv, ov), where Kv

is a short-term symmetric key, and rv and ov are two random integers. Both

parties initialize a counter n to the value rv and increment it by ov at every

message sent by the v. A time dependent secret sv(t) serves for the TA to verify

the identity of the vehicle v and the integrity of the messages it sends. The

secret is computed and encrypted as follows.

First,

sv(t) = EKv{rv + nov}.

Then at every τb seconds, the vehicle periodically broadcasts a beacon in

which it sends location, and speed to a TLCs in the communication range

through the wireless IEEE 802.11p standard.

Set

B = EKv{l||s⊕ sv(t)}, sv(t),

where l is the location of the vehicle on the grid system, s is the vehicle speed

which is padded to the location information, and the both is XOR’ed with the

shared secret sv(t).

4. Traffic Light Controller

In the system, the vehicles act like virtual sensors, and perform the task

of reporting the traffic information to a traffic controller in the communication

range.

The traffic controller is physically centered at the intersection and have ac-

cess to TA database, receives the beacons from the vehicles to detect, determine

the location and speed of the vehicles, and the traffic state in real-time. When-

ever a beacon is received, it must be verified for the veracity. For each message
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Figure 4: The four-leg road intersection with vehicles positioned on the grid system.

b received, the traffic controller determines the vehicle v which the message

belongs to as follows:

1. Define tbeacon the time the beacon b is received.

2. For each w ∈ S, where S is the set of vehicles to be verified, computes

i = b tbeacon − t
0
w

τb
c,

where i represents the index of the pre-computed shared secret value, t0w

represents the time when TA has received the sign-up request from the

vehicle w.

3. It retrieves the secret value xiw that matches xiv.

If there is a match, the traffic controller identifies v to be the vehicle that

has sent the beacon, and includes the vehicle to the set of authenticated vehicles

V which are in the vehicle queue to cross the intersection.

4.1. Phase Scheduling

Traffic controller dynamically executes the phase sequence according to as-

signed priority to each direction, or skips a green phase as necessary say in a

case of emergency vehicles to prioritize their passage first. Valid beacons allow
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the traffic controller to define the traffic state at a time t, such that traffic con-

troller has the exact number of waiting vehicles, the length of vehicle queues,

the types of the vehicles, and the vehicular density in a traffic flow on each road

section.

When all phases of a current cycle are executed, the traffic controller com-

putes the new phase timings to each flow as follows

Tphase = nl +
c · tc
s

where nl is a time constant used to compensate vehicle stop-and-go movements

caused by the phase changes, c is the number of sites occupied with the vehicles,

tc is time per vehicle to enter the intersection, and s the mean speed on the road.

The phase timings is granted to each traffic flow on the basis of the number

of the vehicles at road intersection, therefore a traffic flow with a higher density

is assigned more phase timing. A phase to traffic flow can be skipped in the next

cycle if there is no vehicle in the communication distance. Priority of the traffic

flows also is defined at this stage. Whenever an emergency vehicle is detected,

the respective traffic flow is given highest priority to cross independently of the

present traffic state at intersection.

Then, the the traffic controller periodically broadcasts, every 1 second, the

phase timings information, which also includes the information remaining time

for the current phase, the phase sequence and times through beacons at inter-

section.

4.2. Emergency and Public Transport

Emergency vehicles need to reach their destination as quickly as possible, and

therefore need to have higher priorities through an intersection. Such vehicles

warn and announce their presence to the others with visual and sound alarms

in the neighborhood, so that a non- emergency vehicle is to yield and allow the

emergency vehicle to pass the intersection.

Even though vehicles should always respond timely to the alarms and give

the the right of way to the emergency vehicles, sometimes not well-behaved,
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careless drivers who miss or ignore the alarm, hence causing delays to response

times of emergency vehicles. In our model, an emergency vehicle approaching

to the intersection is identified by the beacons it broadcasts, after which the

active phase is interrupted if necessary or the phase time is extended to provide

the safe passage to the emergency vehicle without any significant delay.

First, a priority index k = (0−highest, 1-high, 2-normal, 3-lowest) is set in

the traffic rule set to detect the emergency vehicles approaching the intersection.

The emergency vehicles have the highest priority, while a non-emergency vehicle

such as a truck has the lowest priority. A further classification of the vehicles

can be defined into several different categories, as in the work [19], depending

on their importance. As an emergency vehicle is detected in the traffic flow

which is served with the current green phase, the controller simply extents the

phase time until the vehicle pass the intersection, in such a way creating a green

wave effect for the quick passage the vehicle to its destination. As the cases in

which the vehicle is present in a flow other than the served green phase, the

current phase is interrupted and the green phase is granted to the flow where

the vehicle is approaching. Finally, the phase sequence is restored to its initial

configuration before the emergency event.

The traffic controller virtually extends the phase time for the vehicles, i.e

bus or taxis, used in the public transportation structure. Here, depending on

the size of the vehicle and the time of the day, the traffic controller doubles or

triples the time assigned per vehicle.

5. Security Analysis

In this section, we analyze the security aspect of the traffic light control

system.

5.1. Message alteration

In this attack, an adversary vehicle tries to change, or modify the traffic

information in a beacon of its neighbors. However, a beacon at time t always
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includes the shared secret to TA, and the identity of a vehicle is verified with

the shared secrets sv upon receiving the beacon by traffic controller. Since

only the vehicle v can create the valid shared secret sv at the time t, trusted

authority can verify the validness and the integrity of the information in the

beacon. Furthermore, this also ensures that the vehicle v cannot deny having

sent the beacon.

5.2. Replay attacks

In this attack, an adversary vehicle uses and replays the beacons which are

sent by its neighbors at an earlier time and tries to increase the number of

vehicles in the traffic flow or with the intent of impersonating an emergency

vehicle.

However, the traffic controller first determines the time the secret is gener-

ated and compares with the tstamp of the received beacon. If the time is outside

the allowable time interval of τb then the beacon simply is discarded.

In a case which a beacon is successfully replayed in the window of τb, only

the first valid beacon is processed and the others are dropped without any

process. Moreover, each beacon has a different time dependent secret of sv for

two consecutive time instants t and t+ 1. Whenever the same the shared secret

is detected, the time in the secret would mismatch. Hence, the secret in the

beacon along with the tstamp guarantee the freshness of the beacon.

5.3. Sybil Attacks

Recall that the decision of the traffic light controller is based on the numbers

and the types of vehicles, from the broadcast beacons of the vehicles. Therefore,

a dishonest vehicle may present multiple identities with intent of increasing the

number of the vehicles at an intersection. At the sign-in, each vehicle receives

a set of pseudo IDs and a symmetric key by Trusted Authority using a valid

digital certificate. A vehicle must obtain a number valid certificates of other

vehicles or fabricate a valid certificate which is virtually impossible with digital

signature certificate. This attack only is effective when the security of the TA

is compromised.
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6. Simulation

In this section, the performance of our proposed system is evaluated against

the pre-fixed time and actuated Webster’s traffic control in terms of average

vehicle waiting times. Then, the system security is tested under the influence

of adversary vehicles which broadcast bogus beacons, or impersonating truthful

vehicles by simply replaying their beacons.

6.1. Simulation settings

Our proposal is evaluated through OMNET++ wireless simulator, a discrete-

event network simulator based on C++ [20], and Simulation of Urban Mobil-

ity [21] (SUMO) 0.29, a realistic open source traffic simulator for vehicular

traffic. SUMO generates the vehicular traffic and is used ot obtain the traffic

information, i.e. speed and location, from the vehicles. OMNET++ implements

a framework for simulating wireless communications and uses IEEE 802.11p

protocol stack at both the physical and Media Access Control (MAC) proto-

col layers. VEINS is a framework for vehicular network simulations, through

TraCI serves as an interface between the SUMO and OMNET++, and maps

the vehicles as a mobile network node in OMNET++.

The pre-fixed time control is set to have 45 seconds of green time and 3

seconds offset for the phase changes. Webster’s equation is used to compute

phase timings for the adaptive traffic lights control as follows

Co =
1.5L+ 5

1−
∑
Yi

where the optimal cycle length Co which minimizes vehicle delays at intersection,

Yi is the ratio of an upstream flow rate to the saturation flow at the same

approach for the phase i, and L unusable offset times per cycle including all-

red periods. Here, green phase is given time in proportion to the degree of the

saturation on its approach.

The main simulation parameters are summarized in Table 1.

The simulation map is based on a four-leg road intersection. At the inter-

section, a road side unit is positioned and receives the traffic information from
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the vehicles, and broadcasts the cycle information to the vehicles. All the roads

have two lanes in the same traffic direction and have a total length of 1 km at

the upstream and downstream.

At each road, the maximum speed limit is set to 40 km/h. A random

distribution of the speed is specified for the vehicles between the range 25 km/h

to 40 km/h The typical passenger car length is equal to 5 m., and inter vehicle

distance is set 2.5 m. The vehicles periodically broadcast beacons at interval of 1

second whereas a RSU is set to broadcast at an interval of 1 second disseminate

phase timings at the intersection.

Table 1: The simulation parameters for waiting times.

Parameter Value

Number of vehicles 500 - 1800 per hour

Beacon transmission rate 1 x per second

Transmission range ∼= 200m.

Road length 100 sites at each approach

Simulation duration 70 min.

6.2. System performance

In the simulation, a number of vehicle densities is used to evaluate the effects

of density over the vehicle waiting times at the intersection. First, the traffic

flow is set to a constant 600 vehicles/hour for the north-south flow, defined as

the P48, while east-west traffic flow density is varied from the light to the high

density levels several times during the simulation. The east-west flow has four

different vehicle density rates, 500, 800, 1000, and 1400 v/h (vehicles/hour),

defined as the P26, which is considered as light and medium vehicle density

levels. The simulation starts with the 500 v/h east-west vehicle density and

then is switched to a next level at every 10 min. intervals, and then from the

peak density level to back to the initial light density level. Second, the model

is tested under heavy vehicle density levels where the the east-west traffic flow
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densities is set to 1400, 1800, and then back 1400 v/h. The simulation is run

a period of 70 minutes where the initial 5 minutes is defined as the warm up

period after which the measures are recorded. The average vehicle waiting time

is measured in seconds of 250 meters in each road segments (wireless distance),

and the results is plotted against at 5 min. intervals in all the traffic light control

systems.

Figure 5: The comparison of the light control systems under light and medium traffic flows.

Fig. 5 shows the performance evaluation of the model in light and medium

traffic flows compared to the pre-fixed time method and adaptive Webster’s

method in terms of average vehicle waiting times.

From the results, it can be observed that as the vehicle density increases the

average vehicle waiting times also increases in all methods. However, our model

exhibits a linear increase compared to the fixed time and Webster’s control

systems. This is due to the vehicles need to wait more than one green phase

at the intersection which results in an exponential increase of the vehicle delay

times. Moreover, the model recovers faster in heavy vehicle densities, as seen

in Fig. 6, than the other two systems as the density level drops toward medium

over time.

The magnitude of the waiting times reduction obtained using our model

varies in the range of 35% in the light vehicle densities and 25% in heavy densities

with the other methods here considered.
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Figure 6: The comparison of the light control systems under heavy traffic flow.

6.3. System Security

In this section, the effects of adversary vehicles to the average waiting times

is tested in the system. Recall that, a green phase timing is proportionally

depended on the numbers of vehicles in the respective road section, thus the

rate of the vehicles that truthfully participate to the system,penetration rate,

by periodically broadcasting the shared secrets, has direct effect on the system

performance.

The Figure 7 shows the results of the vehicle waiting times under several rates

of adversary vehicles in the traffic flows. Here, the north-south bound vehicles

all the time broadcast correct information; whereas in the east-west flow the

number of the truthful vehicles is decreased over time during the simulation.

The waiting times of the all vehicles between the 70% and 90% penetration

levels is similar to those of the times with the 100% levels. There is, however, a

increase in average waiting times under the penetration level 50% and lower.

Specifically, the waiting times of east-west flow dramatically increase as the

levels of truthful vehicles goes below 50%. Therefore, the result indicates that

the system is not affected by the bogus messages since the adversary vehicles

are not considered which causes the increase of the waiting times. Note that,

the north-south waiting times improves over the time since the number of the

vehicles proportionally gets bigger to the east-west flow.
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Figure 7: The system performance under adversary vehicles.

Figure 8: Emergency vehicles waiting times.

6.4. Emergency and Public Transport

The Figure 8 shows the waiting times of the emergency vehicle which cross

the intersection. The emergency vehicles consist 1.5% of all vehicles and enter to

the simulation with Poisson arrival rate. In the figure each vehicles’ waiting time

is plotted instead of the average waiting times of all the emergency vehicles. As

it can be seen, a vehicle usually experiences some peak waiting times whenever

it is caught up at a red phase in the prefixed and Websters’ control methods,

whereas the our system consistently exhibits minimum waiting times throughout

the simulation. However, the average waiting times to per vehicle increases, up

to 30 % in some case compared with the results which no emergency vehicle
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exists due to extended and interrupted phases to the flows to prioritize the

emergency vehicles. This can be considered an acceptable trade-off given the

benefits of almost reduced to zero waiting times of the emergency vehicles.

Note that, the simulation scenario assumes the vehicle queue at the road

section on which an emergency vehicle is present is within the boundaries of the

communication distance.

In the next simulation, the size of the public vehicles, buses, is virtually

increased, from 1 site to 9 sites, during a simulation of one hour period at

every 12 min. The east-west flow has the density of 800 v./h and contains an

additional traffic of 60 bus per hour, whereas north-south flow is set 600 v./h

with no public vehicle presents. The Fig.9 shows the effect of virtual re-sizing

on wait times of vehicles.

Figure 9: Public transport vehicle; bus; wait times with different site values.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we presented a traffic light control system which operates

on exchanging of messages between the vehicles and a traffic light controller.

The system maintains the anonymity of the vehicles at all times and uses a

computationally lightweight encryption protocol. At the same time the system
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allows Trusted Authority to identify the vehicles including of those which is

used in emergency cases and public transportation.

The simulation results shows that the system is efficient in optimizing the

waiting times of the vehicles, and significantly reducing the waiting of the emer-

gency vehicles. Furthermore, the system is robust agains network attacks from

adversary vehicles, and the vehicles that try to cheat the system with the bogus

messages to gain some advantage over the intersection crossing ends with the

disadvantage of the attacker in waiting times.

Clearly, in real life application, not all the vehicles are registered within the

TA. The system needs a certain amount of vehicles to actively participate in

order for the system to be beneficial and efficient. As the results depicted in

Fig. 7 imply, if the participation rate is less than 60% the performance of the

system degrades.

Even though not explicitly shown in the paper, the system can easily be

deployed at urban intersections where the commuter pedestrian traffic is high.

Here, the participants with a mobile unit with wireless capabilities, such as a

smart-phone or a tablet, can participate by simply using a mobile application

or some specific carry on device.

Moreover, traffic controller is dynamically able to prioritize the traffic flows

based on the vehicle types present in traffic in real-time by simply changing the

index values set in the system. During the rush hours, the public transport

vehicles like buses and similar others can be given higher passage priorities to

encourage the usage of the such systems and consequently reduce the number

of private vehicles in traffic.

For the ease of presentation, we have assumed that vehicles do send the GPS

coordinates to the TLC. However, it is easy to see that sending of the type of

the vehicle and its size, and proving its location by replaying the presence of

the neighboring vehicles is sufficient. Alas, this would impose some cumulative

delay and overall loss of efficiency of the system.
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